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INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we complete the proofs of some structure theorems for finite 
groups indicated in [9A]. As a result of recent techniques of Sibley [7, 81, we are 
able to obtain the natural generalizations of the theorems in [9A] while simplifying 
the proofs considerably. The work of [9A] h s ows that it is sufficient to establish 
certain character-theoretic relations, and the present paper will do precisely 
that. 
We consider the following situation, which appears in [9A] as Hypothesis 2.1: 
HYPOTHESIS 2.1. G is a finite group, P is a Sylow p-subgroup, p odd. 
Let N(P)/O,(N(P)) s P . S, where 
(1) w = Z(P . S) < P’, 
(2) S is a group of odd order, semiregular on (P/ W)#. 
We show that under suitable further hypotheses, it follows that G = 
O,,(G) . N(P). The automizer of P is the quotient N(P)/C(P). Note that we are 
in fact studying Sylow groups P with iV(P)/P . C(P) of odd order. We use the 
work of [9A] to describe the irreducible characters of the principal p-block of 
N(P), and apply the methods of [9B] to obtain the necessary conditions on 
characters of the principal p-block of G. 
Garland [4] and G. Higman [S] have previously obtained results in this direc- 
tion. This paper is intended both to generalize their results and to demonstrate 
the use of the methods of [9B]. 
Because of considerations of length, many calculations will be indicated briefly 
rather than presented in full. Further details can be found in an appendix 
paper [9D], available from the author in preprint form. 
* Work partially supported by NSF Grant GP-36230X1. 
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1. STATEMENTS AND PRELIMINARIES 
Notation. We ordinarily abbreviate N(P) by N. 
The main results of the paper are the following generalizations of Theorems A, 
B, and C of [9A]: 
THEOREM A. Suppose G satisfies Hypothesis 2.1 with W = 1 and 
(a) N controls p-fusion in G; and 
(b) the p-part of the Schur multiplier of P . S is not trivial. 
Then G = O,,(G) . N. 
By condition (a), we mean that whenever A, B C_ P with Ae = B for some 
g E G, we may write g = cn with c E C(A), n E N. A theorem of Burnside shows 
that this requirement is always satisfied if P is abelian. 
THEOREM B. Suppose G satisfies Hypothesis 2.1 with W # 1, S cyclic, and 
(a) N controls p-fusion in G; and 
(b) for x E P”, C(x) = O,,(C(x)) . C,(x). 
Then G = O,,(G). 
The hypothesis on Schur multipliers in Theorem A is essential, as the example 
of A, , p = 3 (modulo 4), indicates. 
We actually obtain Theorem A from the corresponding result proved for the 
central extension of G whose existence is provided by conditions (a) and (b): 
THEOREM Al. Suppose G satisfies Hypothesis 2.1 with 1 W ) = p, W < Z(G) 
and 
(a) N controls p-fusion in G. 
Then G = O,,(G) . N. 
The deduction is as follows: Under the hypotheses of Theorem A, 
(unpublished) arguments of G. Glauberman or J. Alperin and R. Sandling show 
that the p-part of the Schur multiplier of G is not trivial. (For details, see 
[9D, (Cl)]; compare also [lo, Theorem 31). Thus we may form a nonsplit 
central extension H, of a group W of order p, by our original group G. If Q is a 
Sylow p-subgroup of H, a theorem of Gaschtitz [6, 1.17.41 shows that the 
extension does not split over Q, so that W < Q’. We show in Lemma 1.1 below 
that condition (a) guarantees that NH(Q) controls fusion in H of subsets of Q. 
Now clearly H and NH(Q) satisfy the requirements of Theorem Al; so if we 
assume that result, we obtain H = O,(H) . NH(Q). But then G = O,(G) . N 
by considering H/W g G, yielding Theorem A. 
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Theorems A and B represent two aspects of a single situation, corresponding 
to a natural division that occurs in the proof of results of this type. We may in 
fact combine the two theorems to yield: 
THEOREM AB. Suppose G satisfies Hypothesis 2.1 with S cyclic and 
(a) N controls p-fusion in G; and 
(b) in case W = 1, the p-part of the Schur multiplier of P * S is not trivial. 
Then G = O,,(G) . N. 
The deduction is as follows: Under the hypotheses of Theorem AB, we see 
that the case W = 1 is covered by Theorem A, so we assume W # 1. Suppose 
first there is w E W+ n Z(G). Let G = G/(w): Then G and m again satisfy the 
hypotheses of Theorem AB (in particular, G provides a suitable covering group 
for the case W = i). So by induction on 1 G 1 we obtain G = O,(G) * N. 
But now if K is the pre-image in G of O,(G), we see that w E Z(G) forces 
K = O,,(G) x (w), and then G = O,(G) . N, as desired. So we may assume 
for each w E W# that C(w) < G. But then N < C(w), and C(w) satisfies the 
hypotheses of Theorem AB. By induction on / G I, we obtain C(w) = 
O,(C(w)) . N = O,(C(w)) . C,.,(w). On the other hand, for x E P - Wwe have 
C(x) = O,,(C(x)) . C,(x) by [9A, L emma 2.51. Thus we have the hypotheses 
of Theorem B, and conclude G = O,(G) * N. This completes the deduction. 
In view of the above, we see that our work will consist of establishing 
Theorem Al (the “W < Z(G)” case) and Theorem B (the “proper centralizers” 
case). 
The reader will note that “S cyclic” is assumed in Theorems B and AB. This 
restriction appears to be difficult to eliminate in general, in this work as well as 
that of Sibley [8]. It should be noted, however, that Garland [4] is able to do 
without the assumption in some situations. 
We establish the following for the remainder of the paper: 
Notation and conventions: (under Hypothesis 2.1) 
Irr(H) the set of irreducible complex characters 
of a group H (or of a p-block H); 
B, b the principal p-block of G, N (respectively); 
XP 77 5, P an arbitrary character of Irr (B), Irr(b), 
Irr(P), Irr( W) (respectively); 
Wb I T-J) Iv rlw = 77(l) - d; 
WP I d (5: 5w = 5(l) .d. 
By Clifford’s theorem, we get disjoint unions ]Irr(b) = u, Irr(b 1 p’) and 
Irr(P) = u, Irr(P / q~). We usually write x for some element of P - W, and w 
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for an element of W#. We use g, h, etc., for other elements of G. As in [9A], 
we let n be the class number of S; let Is = s i ,..., s, be representatives of the 
conjugacy classes of S; and let Is = #i ,..., #, be the characters of Irr (S). 
Now N/O,(N)= P . S is a core-free, p-closed group. In view of [2, (4F)], 
the characters of Irr (b) are just the characters of Irr(P . S)-considered as 
characters of N trivial on O,(N). Thus the first section of [9A] describes the 
sets Irr(P 1 y) and Irr(b / v). We will not repeat those results here but will 
introduce the extra notation when required, together with suitable references 
to [9A]. 
We produce independently the following technical lemma about fusion. It is 
assumed in one of the deductions above, and also required below. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let Q E SylJH), with a subgroup W < Q n Z(H), and let 
R = H/W. Suppose that Nd&) controls p-fmion in n. Then NH(Q) controls 
p-fusion in H. 
Proof. Let A, B C Q be given with Ah = B, some h E H. Looking in the 
quotient, we have 2’ = B, so that by assumption we may write h = ZZ with 
E E C(A), ff E N(Q). Taking pre-images gives h = cnw with c E D = C((A) W/ W), 
n E N(Q), w E W. Now a p’-element of D stabilizes the normal series (A) W > 
W > 1, and so centralizes A; thus Op(D) < C,(A) < D. On the other hand, 
Lemma 2.4(i) of [9A] h s ows that No(x) E Syl,(N(~)); it follows that Q n D E 
Syl,(D), so that D = C(A) * (Q n 0). Now writing c = cln, with cr E C(A), 
n, EQ n D, we obtain h = crnrnw with cr E C(A), nrnw E N(Q); and this com- 
pletes the proof. 
Because of length considerations, we will not reproduce here the detailed 
conditions (on values at p-singular elements of the characters of Irr (B)) which 
we showed to be sufficient in [9A]. For Theorem Al, we will be working toward 
satisfying [9A, Hypothesis 3.21, using the methods of [9B, Sects. 1, 31. For 
Theorem B, we aim at [9A, Hypothesis 3.31. 
2. THEOREM Al: THE CHARACTERS OF Irr(B 11) 
We begin by observing that the methods we wish to use are indeed applicable. 
The hypotheses of Theorem Al ensure that [9A, Hypotheses 2.1 and 2.21 are 
satisfied, with N taken for the required subgroup H. Since we have W < Z(G), 
we may take G for the required subgroup K. For the purposes of [9B, Sect. 11, N 
plays the role of H, and A, = {p-singular elements of N with p-part in P - W} 
plays the role of A. Then Hypothesis 2.2 gives us the condition [9B, (0.6)(i)], 
and [9A, Lemma 2.51 provides the other enabling assumption [9B, (0.6)(ii)]. 
In order to apply the work of [9B, Sect. 31, we may take G for the “H” of that 
section-since W < Z(G), we obtain the required assumptions [9B, (0.1) and 
(3.1)] trivially. 
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We need to establish some additional notation for this section. We define 
Irr(B / q) = (x E Irr(B): x Iw = x(l) . v} for fixed q E Irr(W). Clifford’s 
theorem tells us that Irr(B) = (J, Irr(B j 9’) disjointly. In this section, we use 
the methods of [9B, Sect. 21 to describe the characters of Irr(B / 1); this will 
allow us to establish part (i) of Hypothesis 3.1 and parts (ii)- for the case 
v = 1. Since W < Z(G), it is a standard fact [2, p. 1551 that Irr(B / 1) is just 
the set Irr(@, where B is the principal p-block of the group G = G/ lv. Recall 
that N/O,(N) g P . S, and identify characters of Irr(b) with the corresponding 
characters of the group P . S. We introduce some of the notation of [9A, Sect. I] 
describing the characters of Irr(P) and Irr(P . S): For each v E Irr(lI’), there 
is a unique S-fixed character 5, of Irr(P 1 v). We define Irr(P i v)* :: 
Irr(P / v) - (4,). If 5 E Irr(P / v)#, th en cp.S E Irr(P . S / v). On the other 
hand, (<,)p+ = zy=, &(I) * (T,~) with each 7mi E Irr(P . S j p)). Recall that (I&} 
are the characters of Irr(S). We have nmi = & yal where the {&} are considered 
as characters of P . S/P. We can identify the {&} with the (7ri}. Finally, we 
define Irr(b I 9)” = Irr(b 1 y) - (~,l,..., 78n) and 
pm = (LJP.S =: f Q&(l) . (T,i). 
i=l 
We observe that N = P . S is a Frobenius group. For x E P - W, we have 
by [9A, Lemma 2.51 that C(X) = O,(C(x)) . C,(X). It follows by an argument 
like that of Lemma 1.1 (see [9D, (C2)]) that C(K) = O,(C(X)) . C’,(S). So 
centralizers of p-elements are p-nilpotent. We let 2 be the set of p-singular 
elements of m. Since N controls p-fusion in G, we easily conclude that 1v 
controls p-fusion in G; so we can in fact apply the isometry methods of [9B, 
Sect. l] to 6 and B in order to describe Irr(B 1 1). By [9A, (1.5)] the generalized 
characters {arq: 7 E Irr(b)#} form a basis for the space V(N, A; 6). Before 
determining constituents of the {(olr~~}, we can consider generalized characters 
of the form {T’( l)/~( 1) - 7’: 7, 7’ E Irr(b), y( 1) < T’( 1)). To deal with these, we 
require the analog (for the case of principal-block character theory) of a classical 
“coherence” proof. 
We note that our hypotheses are only a little removed from those of [7, 
condition (*)I, in that we allow centralizers of elements of P# to have p-regular 
cores outside fl. Correspondingly, the isometry 7 we use is not the inducing 
map considered by Sibley, but the generalized isometry of Feit/Reynolds 
discussed in [9B]. The first part of our argument will be the analog of Sibley’s 
Theorems 1 and 2 for our situation. In the proof we need only follow Sibley’s 
argument, making an occasional remark when necessary, and observing that the 
crucial arithmetic is the same for both situations. We apologize for unavoidable 
differences in notation. Note that we need only a principal-block isometry, so 
that we require only the case /3 = 1 of Sibley’s work. In the following, references 
to lemmas and theorems refer to [7]. 
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Sibley’s Lemma 1 is a standard numerical argument of Feit, which does not 
depend on the definition of the isometry 7. We do not require any analog of 
Lemma 2. To follow the argument for Theorem 1, we must show that we can 
extend T, which is defined on V(N, A; b), to a Z-linear isometry from the complex 
space spanned by Irr(6)# = Irr(b / l)#. Note if P is abelian, the characters of 
Irr(b) have a common degree / S i ; and / S / odd forces 1 Irr(b)# / 2 2, so that 
we obtain coherence from standard arguments. So we may assume P is not 
abelian. We fix an S . P-chief series: P = P > Pr > .‘. > P,,, = i, with 
m > 1. We can write Irr(b)+ = lJE1 Yi disjointly, where Yi consists of the 
characters trivial on Pi+l but not on Fi . Lemmas 3 and 4 depend only on the 
Frobenius assumption, so we may conclude that each $ is coherent (separately). 
This establishes restrictions on the constituents of any 7’ (v E Irr(b)#); and 
standard coherence arguments, which we can apply via [9A, (1.4)], yield the 
assertion of Lemma 5 in our case. (The reader can find details of the calculation in 
[9D, (C3)].) The argument for Lemma 6 depends only on the Frobenius 
assumption. 
The work of Lemmas 7-9 cannot be invoked in our situation. However, we 
may obtain the necessary analogs from more recent work of Sibley [8], as these 
later proofs are expressed in terms of the principal block isometry we are using. 
Consequently, references in this paragraph will be made to lemmas from [8]. 
We note that centralizers of p-elements are p-nilpotent, so that Lemma (2.3) 
(“balance”) holds in e. Our analog of Lemma (4.1) is: 
LEMMA 2.1. If 7 E y6 then 7’ is constant and integer-valued on pVL+. 
Note that Sibley’s proof of (4.1) re q uires only coherence of Sp, and .U;, , and 
does not involve the “near-Frobenius” stituation of [8]. We define y(x, y, z) to be 
the usual class constant, and obtain an analog of (4.2): 
LEMMA 2.2. If xp is not conjugate to an element of pm+, then y(g, g, x) = 0 
(mod C(x);,). 
Since centralizers of p-elements are p-nilpotent, Sibley’s argument applies 
without change. For the same reason, we always have x9, E O,(C(x,)), so that we 
require no analog of (4.3). We state: 
LEMMA 2.3. For 17 E Y; , g E Pm+ we have ~~(1) = y’(g) (mod 1 P 1). 
The argument for Lemma (4.4) proves this lemma. 
We return to considering Sibley’s earlier paper [7]. We may apply Lemma 2.3 
above in place of Lemma 9 to obtain Lemma 10. The remainder of the proof 
of Theorem 1 is strictly computational, and so applies to our isometry. Now we 
consider the proof of Theorem 2. If P is abelian, we showed in [9A, Lemma 1.31 
that 1 S I < (1 P 1 ~ 1)/2, so that we may apply the argument of [7, Theorem l] 
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to obtain the result. So once again, P is not abelian. On applying Theorem 1, 
and using the methods of [B, (1.4)], we obtain an analog of Lemma 1.1 in the 
case p = 1: 
LEMMA 2.4. There is an integer c such that for 7 E Irr(b)# and g a p-singular 
element of IV, 
7’(g) = 7(g) + +& c. 
For details of the necessary calculation, see [9D, (C4)]. In our coherence 
proof, we must show c = 0. We may use [9B, (1.4)] again, rather than Leonard’s 
paper, to claim that any character of B - Irr(b)#T is constant on P*. The 
remainder of Sibley’s proof is entirely computational, yielding c = 0 and the 
result we sought. 
We recall now precisely what the preceding coherence proof establishes. The 
“coherence” part corresponding to [7, Theorem l] describes the constituents of 
p, when fi has the form (T’( l)/?(l))7 - 7’ for 7, 7’ E Irr(li)# with ~(1) < q’(l). 
We obtain 
8’ = 2& Xn - X0’ , 
where xn (which is & an irreducible character of B) is the image of 7 under the 
extension to Irr(&) f o our original isometry 7. The analog of Theorem 2 gives us 
“nonexceptional” characters xii (; = l,..., K) of i? and integers ai > 0 such that 
for 7 E Irr(l;)#: 
In particular, we conclude from the “c = 0” assertion above that 
We have x1’ = lo and a, = 1. Now if there were some x E B not described in 
the above system, it would not appear as a constituent of any (Yap, and so by 
[9B, (1.411 would vanish on all p-singular elements; then by [ 1, I, p. 4241, x 
would lie in a block of defect 0 rather than i?. So the system given above provides 
all of Irr(B), that is, all of Irr(B 1 1). In particular, we can see that the characters 
of Irr(B / 1) satisfy all the requirements of (ii) and (iii*) of [9A, Hypothesis 3.21. 
This remark requires the observation that no x E Irr(B j 1) may appear as a 
constituent of OL,~ for 77 E Irr(b / v)# with QJ # 1. 
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In the remainder of the section we build up some numerical information for 
dealing with the sets Irr(B ( 9) ((p # 1) in the following section. We also set up 
the situation of part (i) of [9A, Hypothesis 3.21. First, we describe the values of 
characters of Irr(B 1 1): 
Let g E A, . Then xl”(g) = a, (i = l,..., k) 
x,(g) = 7(g) (7 E Irr(b I l)+). 
(2.4a) 
Let g E G with p-part not conjugate to an element of A, . Then 
xv(g) = ;li;t; ,= ~ il a, . xl”(g) (7 E Irr(b I I)#). (2.4b) 
Proof. Part (a) was produced in the process of the coherence proof. For part 
(b), we consider the constituents of q,‘, and observe that a,‘(g) = 0, since g, is 
conjugate to no element of A, . 
We now verify that we may take {ark,..., x1”} as a basic set for the principal 
p-block B of G. We consider the B-module spanned by the characters of Irr(@. 
From (2.4b) it is clear that {xrl,..., xi”} is a spanning set. We show it is in fact 
linearly independent over @. Let V(i) be the complex space spanned by Irr(B), 
and let V(X) be the analogous space for each subgroup C(X) as x runs over the 
p-singular classes of G. Recall these centralizers are p-nilpotent, so that we have 
dim( V(X)) = 1 (see [2, Corollary 3]).A no th er standard result [l, II, (7D)] shows 
that / Irr(B)l = dim I’(i) + x:z dim V(5). Now the number of characters of 
form {xv: 7 E Irr(b 1 l)#} is 1 Irr(b 1 l)# j = / Irr(b / I)1 - n. But of course 
/ Irr(b ~ l)i = class number of N, and n = class number of S. Thus 
/ Jrr(h 1 1)” 1 = number of p-singular classes of s == number of p-singular 
classes of G. We conclude dim V(i) = k. So {xrl,..., xrl’) are linearly independent 
over C. In particular, they give a basic set for B. 
Now in view of the above and (2.4a), we see that our basic set satisfies the 
requirements of part (i) of [9A, Hypothesis 3.11. From (2.4b) we see that 
decomposition columns are given by 
j D, ... 
(7 E Irr(h i 1)“) x,, I 
17(l) 
m. a1 
. . . 7(l) 
jsi . a/,. 
(2.5) 
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Let rl be defined by the sum: 
c 
noIrr(b [I)” CEIrr(P[lF 
C(l)2 = & (1 P : W 1 - 1). 
Then the above columns give a Cat-tan matrix: 
Now by [3, I, p. 1551 we may take {x1’,..., x1”} as a basic set for the principal 
p-block B of G; and the new Cartan matrix will be given by (2.6) with all entries 
multiplied by 1 W 1 = p. I n our present case, W < Z(G), we are taking G itself 
as subgroup to which the methods of [9B, Sect. 31 are applied. One observes 
that the definition of the column value C& for x E Irr(B 19) just reduces to the 
decomposition number Di, (and is 0 for x E Irr(B I y’), 9’ # p)). Thus we can 
read off the values in the column E $Q, for x E Irr(B [ I), from (2.4): 
ET! = - aij if x = xlj, 
= 17(l) -maui if x = xa for 7 E Irr(b / 1) . (2.7) 
Thus, the characters of Irr(B / 1) satisfy the requirements of part (iv) of [9A, 
Hypothesis 3.21. 
This completes the work of Section 2. 
3. THEOREM Al: THE CHARACTER OF Irr(B I p’) v # 1 
In this section, we fix some IJI # 1, and establish the necessary information 
about the characters of Irr(B I IJJ). S’ mce I W / = p, the Galois group of Q(w) 
over Q (w a primitive pth root of unity) permutes regularly the characters 
(9’ : p # I}, and so permutes the sets {Irr(B 1 p’) : y # 1). Thus it suffices to 
consider a single v # 1. 
It is possible to consider Irr(B j q) via a coherence problem, much as in the 
previous section, with further complications arising from the’ need to handle 
column arithmetic. This rapidly becomes unreasonably tedious. Instead we follow 
(at the suggestion of W. Feit) a technique of Brauer: We first define the class 
functions we expect to obtain as the characters of Irr (B I v). Then from Brauer’s 
characterization of characters, we conclude they are in fact generalized characters 
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of G. We can compute that they are irreducible; and then the rest of the work 
is easy. In particular, we require column arithmetic only to decide when we are 
finished. 
Thus the main result of this section is: 
LEMMA 3.1. Define class functions by: 
(a) .ZfIrr(b 1 p))# is not empty, thenfor r] E Irr(b 1 qp)# set: 
xv(g) = dh) 
if g, 
hEP- W. 
h E W. 
(b) For i = l,..., 12 set: 
x,“(g) = ai * 5,(h) if g,- hEP- W. 
= v(h) ai4 i aj * x2(g) + 6, * x&4 
I 
if g,whEW. 
j=l 
(Recall: i& , d, , 6, are defined in [9A, Sect. I]). 
The class functions so dejined are ( j-) irreducible characters of G. 
Proof. We first observe that these definitions provide well-defined class 
functions on G. If g, wC , h h’ E P, then control of fusion forces h wN h’, so 
that the functions are well-defined. Then constancy on classes follows since 
g, is a power of g, and the {xi} are irreducible characters of G. 
To check by [6, V.19.31 whether the functions are generalized characters of G, 
we must restrict to q-elementary subgroups (Q x R with Q a q-group, R a cyclic 
$-group), for each prime 4. If Q x R is ap’-group, the restrictions are generalized 
characters since the {xii} are generalized characters of G. So it clearly suffices 
to consider subgroup Q x R where Q # 1 is a p-group and R a PI-group. By 
Sylow’s theorem we may take Q < P. We consider first the case Q # W. From 
the structure of C(x) for x E P - W, we have Q * C(Q) = Q * C,(Q) * O,(C(Q)), 
so that R < O,(C(Q)). We may consider characters of Q . CP(Q) as characters of 
Q . C(Q) trivial on O,(C(Q)). So it will s&ice in this case to show that our class 
functions restrict to generalized characters of P. And we see that 
7c 
X,lp=?lP+*p (XlYl) - 4 ho, ) IP: WI 
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where 0, = &I~T(P tm) 50) * 5 vanishes on P - W and has degree 1 P : W I. 
We have 1 P : W 1 I (xi(l) - aJ for eachj because the values in (2.4) tell us that 
xlj lP = aj * lP + (an integer multiple of (~1) where ~~(1) = I P : WI. So we do 
have generalized characters in this case. Suppose now Q = W. Each xri jR is a 
(possibly reducible) character of R, hence a character of W x R trivial on W. 
Thus each x,, IWX~ or xvi IwXR is the tensor product of a suitable generalized 
character of R with p) (considered as a character of W x R trivial on R). So our 
class functions are always generalized characters of G. 
We next calculate that (x, , x,)c = 1 = (x,~, xPi)c , in order to establish that 
each of our generalized characters is up to sign an irreducible character of G. 
We consider first one of the ix,}. By definition (x, , x,,)o is equal to 
where C, C’ run over the elements of the two different types described in the 
definition. We may simplify the form of the first sum: For a given g, E P - W, 
X~ is constant on the class of g,; so the value 7(g,) occurs I O,(C(g))l times for 
this section, since C(g,) = CP(g,) * O,,(C(g,)). Of course, g, has 1 G : C(g,)l 
conjugates, and since N controls fusion, / N : CN(gP)I of these conjugates will 
be in P. So the first term above can be rewritten as: 
I p ill s I ,& I 7W12. 
We can now add in terms so that C’ runs over all g E G, subtracting the same 
terms from x., to yield: 
Applying orthogonality relations in P and G, we obtain 
& (I s I - P7(1)2 - 7U12 + P7(1)2) + yg = 1, 
as desired. 
We turn to xmi. By a similar analysis, we obtain a &term of 
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which upon application of orthogonality relations becomes 
f& (1 - P5,(1)2 - (4 I s I + %Y + P(d, I s I + %J2) 
= $- (1 - 5,(1)2). 
The xi-term to be evaluated becomes 
- C (aFdQ2 5 
1’1 gEG 
- wsxlYd xl”(g) + 2ad2, E a~xlW xl”(g) + I xlW12 T 
?-,.?=I j=l 
and orthogonality relations reduce this to 
a?dp2 1 S / + 2a,2d,6, + 1 = -f&- (1;,(l)” - 1) + 1. 
It follows immediately that (x,~, xmi)o = 1. This completes the proof of 
Lemma 3.1. 
It is now evident that each x0 , xmi E Irr(B), since by definition their values on 
p-singular elements are expressed in terms of the basic set {xii> for B. Further we 
see they lie in Irr(B j v) since their restrictions to Ware multiples of 4p. From the 
definition and linear independence of the (x2} we can see that characters given 
different names are indeed distinct. It follows from Lemma 3.1 that for any 
17 E Irr(b j v)# we have 
and we can also read off from Lemma 3.1 the values in the columns {&m}. These 
remarks show our characters satisfy the requirements of parts (iii*) and (iv) of 
[9A, Hypothesis 3.21. If now we sum the values 1 x(g)12 over the {x E B} we have 
discussed so far, we obtain the full value of (g, g)G; and similarly, we obtain the 
full value of (&Q, E,“)” for each i, y. It follows that any x E B not discussed 
already must vanish on all p-elements, and so lie in a block of defect 0, a contra- 
diction. So the system {x, , x,i) gives all of Irr(B / p)). (We produce calculations in 
support of these remarks in [9D, (CS)].) This completes the process of 
establishing [9A, Hypothesis (3.2)], so that Theorem Al is proved. 
4. THE PROOF OF THEOREM B 
We now assume the hypotheses of Theorem B. By contrast with the previous 
sections, we no longer have W < Z(G), and need not have / W 1 = p. In fact for 
w E W# we know C(w) = O,(C(w)) . N < G. In view of this and [9A, Lemma 
2.51, we see that N covers centralizers of all elements of I’# up to p-regular core, 
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and similarly covers the subgroup C(W). S ince N controls fusion again, we 
have condition [9B, (0.611, and so we may apply the isometry methods of 
[9B, Sect. 11 to the subgroup K = C(W) with A = {p-singular elements of K). 
We will use K in the same way we used N in the above, with b for the principal 
p-block of K. Since K = O,,(K) . N, we may describe the characters of Irr(b) 
by the same conventions: They may be identified with the characters of Irr(P * S). 
By the work of [9A, Sect. I], the characters {vrl,..., Q”J of Irr(b / 1) may be 
taken as a basic set for the principal p-block of K/W. We recall that for 
Theorem B, we assume S cyclic so that these characters are in fact linear. This 
restriction is important in the present case, though it was not required for 
Theorem Al. In particular, the requirements of part (ii) of [9A, Hypotheses 3.31 
are satisfied at the outset. 
We can now observe that if j W j = p, G is a group of “type V” in the sense of 
Feit and Thompson [3], and we could apply the work of Sibley [8] directly. 
In particular, we note that the isometry used by Sibley in this paper is the one we 
are using via [9B, Sect. 11. However, we wish to treat the case / W / > p as well, 
so we will follow the course of the argument in [8] and make the adaptations 
necessary for our situation. 
We will again be engaged in a coherence proof, so we consider the generalized 
characters of aMD(N, A; b) with which we must deal. In order to satisfy the 
requirements of [9A, Hypothesis 3.31, we will examine the images under 7 of the 
class functions: 
for each g, and 7 E Irr(b / q)#; 
Pmi = (7: - 78 - %hl - 7,i> for each v # 1 and i = 2,..., n; 
Ym = 5,(l) . i 71i - i 7mi 
i=l i=l 
for each v # 1. 
However, as a first step we will consider a smaller space of class functions, in the 
usual manner of a coherence proof. Although some notational conflict is 
inevitable, we will preserve as far as possible the conventions of [8] in producing 
an analog of his argument. 
We begin therefore to discuss the work of [S]. References to lemmas in the 
format (3.1) etc., are to that paper. We note that our group P . S fulfills the 
hypotheses of (1.1) except for the possibility that / W / > p. Since we have 
W < Z(P), we are in “Case B” as described by Sibley later in the paper. We 
produced in [9A, Sect. l] the character theory necessary for P . S, providing 
an analog of Lemmas (1.2) and (1.3). Sibley’s character 7ij [for Xi E Irr(E), 
pLi E Irr(H)] is in our notation vrni [for x+%$ E Irr(S), v E Irr( W)]; and similarly 
his si is our 6, . In [9,4, Sect. l] we used the assumption W < Z(P) to obtain 
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~~~(1) = l,(l) for 5, E Irr(P) where c,(l) = d, . 1 S 1 + 6, , d, a nonnegative 
integer. In place of Sibley’s Q we have been using the notation pm = Cy=, ?Vi. 
We define 9? by analogy as {p, : g, # 1). 
We observe that our situation (G, N) satisfies the requirements of Sibley’s 
(G, K) (except for the possibility / W 1 > p) in the case n = {p}. We showed we 
could replace N by our K = C( IV), since this group is covered up to core by N. 
We provided in [9B, Sect. 1] the theory of the isometry 7 in our situation, and 
this gives us the analogs of (2.2), (2.4), (2.5), (2.6); in particular, the reciprocity 
law, and the fact that for (y. E M,(K, A; b), a~ consists of the sum of the B-con- 
stituents of CX~. Further we have 
LEMMA 4.1 (balance). Let x E P#, and y be a p-element of C(x). Then 
C(Y) f-7 WC(x)) G %GTYN. 
Proof. Since centralizers of p-elements have p-length 1, we may quote the 
proof of Sibley’s (2.3) without change. 
The probability that 1 W 1 > p now introduces a complication not present in 
Sibley’s case: For 91, p’ # 1 we might have t;,(l) # t;,,(l). To deal with this 
possibility we introduce the notation S(p) for the set (qp’: &,(l) = c,(l)}. In 
particular, S(y) contains the algebraic conjugates of (p, and so for y f 1 we have 
/ S(y)1 3 p - 1 > 2. By analogy with Sibley, we set girn = (71,: v’ E S(v)} and 
gO = {p,: v’ E S(q)}, so that W = uVil 9I&. We require a result like (3.1): 
LEMMA 4.2. Let v # 1. Each of the sets 9&q , BQ is coherent. For q~’ E S(v), 
(p, - pqf)’ is multiplicity-free. 
Proof. AS in (3.1), coherence of the set 9?iq is immediate. Let xmi be the image 
of Q,’ under the extension of 7. If we had xmi = ex,$ for (i, 9’) # (i, v’), e = f 1, 
we would get 
a contradiction. Now setting p-7 = x.E, xrni yields the lemma. 
We now set 9’ = W u (Irr(b 1 p)# all (p> and show that Y is coherent. Among 
other things, we will determine the constituents of the {a~;“: y # l}. The work 
remaining afterward will be easier. 
We prove a suitably adapted version of (3.3): 
LEMMA 4.3. Let Y > U = U, u U, with U, and U, disjoint. Suppose: 
(i) Each Ui is coherent and closed under complex conjugation. 
If any .?Zm intersects Tii , then .%v C Cri . Write Ui = (7ij: j = I ,..., ni). 
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(ii) There are aij E Z+ with ~~(1) = aiiTIl( 1). We have rlll irreducible and 
a 21 /2i for all j. Choose notation so that rllz = rl,, . 
(iii) The inequality CyL, (a”,&[ 7u 11) > 2a,, holds. 
Note. By I/ rllj 11 we mean the weight (7rj , ~r~)~ of the character Trj . 
Then U is coherent. 
Proof. In extending r to U, we obtain characters xlj and a sign E such that 
7/$ = E . xlj . In view of 4.2 above, vii is either irreducible or of form xi==, xrnJi 
for some ~JI f 1. Define Bij = (aiiTIl - Tag), and an integer a by 
(xl1 lKj e2JK = 4a2l - 4. 
As in (3.1), it follows that forj # 1 we have 
(XU IK7 e2& = -al+ 
So if rllj E .gV , constituents of xii contribute at least a2a&/i S / to /I 0;, [I. So the 
contribution to 11 ~9,~ II from UrT is at least 
(a21 - 42 + a2 Fl +$ - a2. 
We claim now that constituents of f?2k outside U,’ contribute at least /I q2k I/ to 
11 8,, /j. Xot all constituents are from U,T, since ezle lK has the constituent 
-rlzk # U, . There is nothing to prove when rlZk is irreducible, so we consider 
the case rlak = pm for some v # 1. Choose v’ # v from S(y). It is sufficient to 
show that (p, - p,,)’ has no constituents in UIT. Suppose then for some i, j that 
(xv , (Q,~ - &)7)G # 0. From (& , qmi - $)K = 0 we conclude that aIixI1 
and xri have the same inner product with (TV, - Q~,)T, of weight 2. This forces 
aIj = 1 and even j = 1, so only xl1 may be a constituent. But then 
(or, , 7im - Q& = 0 would force xl2 to be a constituent also, a contradiction. 
So our claim is proved. By the above and Ij Bar [] = a,“, + /I 721 /I we have 
n1 2 
--2a * a21 + a2 ,F; I, ;z ,, < 0 
which in view of part (iii) of the hypothesis forces a = 0. Once we have reached 
this point, the rest of Sibley’s proof may be quoted with only the necessary 
changes of notation, establishing Lemma 4.3. 
Remark. We could now go one to prove an analog of (3.4). This would allow 
us to reduce to the case that S is irreducible on P/P’. However, this seems to be 
of no use in the proof. 
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LEMMA 4.4. If W < Q1 < Q,, < P so that QO/Ql is a chief factor of P . S, 
then 
is coherent. 
Y’ n [Irr(P . S/Qr) - Irr(P . S/Qa)] 
Proof. The argument for [8, (3.6)] may be quoted in full. 
We move on to the crucial class-constant arguments. We begin by fixing an 
S-chief series P = PO 2 ... 2 P, = W 2 ... 1 PTn 2 P,+l = 1. M’e let Yi = 
{characters of 9’ trivial on Pi+l but not on Pi}. In view of Lemma 4.4, we know 
each of 9a ,..., Yi is coherent. As for 9r+r ,..., Ym , we may not have coherence; 
but each such 9; is divided up into sets of algebraically conjugate characters, 
and each of these subsets (consisting of characters of the same degree) is coherent. 
By virtue of this remark we have 
LEMMA 4.5. For 17 E YO , 7’ is constant and integer valued on P,,,‘. 
Proof. We may quote the proof of [8, (4.1)]. 
We let y(x, y, x) be the usual class-multiplication constant. 
LEMMA 4.6. Let g E P,+ and x E G. If x9 is not conjugate to an element of 
of P,,#, or x,’ E On,(C~r-,)), then y(g, g, x) = 0 (mod I C(x)l,). 
Proof. As in [S] we have C(xp) of p-length 1, and balance (Lemma 4.1). 
Consequently we may quote the proofs of (4.2) and (4.3). 
LEMMA 4.7. Let 7 E 9” . Then T’(g) = ~‘(1) (mod / P 1) for all g E Pyr,+. 
Proof. Using Lemmas 4.5 and 4.6 in place of (4.1)-(4.3), we may simply 
quote the proof of (4.4). 
We must gird ourselves for a little further detailed calculation. We let 71~ , yz ,... 
be a set of representatives of the classes of algebraically conjugate irreducible 
characters of 9, , with Fi = conjugates of vi}. We have (p - 1) I ~ & / (note 
Z(P) > P,,, $ ker rli); and each T is coherent since it consists of characters 
of the same degree. We have 
cz,l = {Fi : i} u (9, : g, lpm + l> disjointly. 
LEMMA 4.8. Let 7 E YO (note ~(1) = 1 S I). Then for x E P#, 
where a, bi , c, EE; C’ runs over a set of representatiwes of (S(y): y lptn f l}; and 
8 is a generalized character of N with constituents from Y - (YO U y-‘,,,). 
Proof. The statements other than that describing 0 follow from the coherence 
of Sp, , z , W, . We know via the Second and Third Main Theorems [ 1; Sect. 2, 
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Note 5 and Theorem 31 that the value of 77 IK on p-elements is determined 
entirely by principal-block constituents, which are trivial on O,(K). Finally, 
characters of K/O,(K) not in Y are trivial on P. Since the regular character of P 
is just lP + (a sum of restrictions to P of characters of Y), we may make up any 
remaining values of 7’ on P# with characters from Y, in a way compatible the 
above assertions. This proves Lemma 4.8. 
LEMMA 4.9. Let i < m. Then 
(i) Yi A K. is empty for all j. 
(ii) No member of Yir is a constituent of a member of any %&‘(y lp, # 1). 
(iii) The sets YjT are pairwise disjoint. 
(iv) No member of any qT is a constituent of a member of 9VT(p) Ip, # 1). 
Proof, Each of these assertions follows from the coherence of the relevant 
set of characters and the argument used in the proof of Lemma 4.2. 
We culminate with the messiest part of the argument: 
LEMMA 4.10. Let 7 E yb . Choose distinct characters p1 , p2 ,..., exactly 
1 T I/(p - 1) from each set 5. Similarly, we haoe p - 1 / 1 S(v)/ for each v not 
trivial on P, . We choose characters {v”}, exactly I S(q)I/(p - 1) for each S(v) 
with ‘p Ipm # 1. 
Define 
cLdl) 
% = Is( 7 - Pi 3 
%” 
_ P,“(l) 
ISI 7-h”. 
Then for appropriate extensions of T to K. and 9& we obtain 
Proof. We consider first the character: 
We can rewrite: 
rx = I p : p* I 7 - c P3(1) P3 - ;q# Pm” * 
i 
481/46/z-16 
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Since each of 7, pLj , pm” vanishes on S#, we get (Y E MD(K, A; b) if we show 
or(l) = 0. But 
37 
7 /-Q(l)” + ; qg =&-(‘P.S’- 1;;4’) = ‘S’IP:P,‘. 
m 
So ~(1) = 0, as desired. 
We also calculate 
II a7 IIG = II 01 IIR = I p : p?n I2 + c Pi(l)” + $ qg-, 
j 
= ‘P:P,‘2+‘s ‘P:P,‘. 
We wish to describe the constituents of CXT itself. For 8 E Y we have 
For 0 E Y0 we use Lemma 4.8 to describe BT Ipip, and obtain 
(a’, or)0 = I P : Pm I (7, 0) + I I’ : Pm I a + C b,pj(l) 3 
j 
+ c’ C,P,U) yy 
with C’ as in that lemma. We conclude that 
+ I P : Pm I a + C h/4) s + c’ c,P,U) f$f- ,&, 0 + 6, 
j 1 cl 
where ,$ has no constituents from 9ar. 
It follows from Lemma 4.7 that for g E P,,,? 
But summing the left side over g E Pm* gives the negative of the right side. Then 
0 = -$+(C bj c CL(~) + "'c*~,;~~, P,W) (mod I I' 1). 
j YE Tj 
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In view of the previous remark, each e7 E 9s’ must have multiplicity in OLD 
divisible by 1 P : P,,, 1 = (l/p) 1 P 1. From our remark about II01~/jc we see that 
only one of these multiplicities may be nonzero. We conclude that 
&!T = I P : P,m 1 7)’ + 8, 
where now 0 has no constituents from YO . 
We wish to claim that 
In view of our decomposition of a! in terms of the {ai} and {a,*>, either these 
multiplicities are correct, or at least one of them exceeds the desired value. But 
since 7’ is (&I) an irreducible character of B, this would force either 
Pit112 /1%711> ,s,2 +1 
or 
a contradiction to the values of the weights 11 LYE llK and /I ame jjK and reciprocity. 
Consequently, the multiplicities given above are correct. 
Now we have 
Pi(l) ai7 = ~ 7)’ + ei ) 
ISI 
“i” w(l) = - 7)’ + em” , 
ISI 
where Bi is (-+) an irreducible character outside YOT, and 0,” is a multiplicity-free 
generalized character of weight I S j, with constituents outside SPOT. And the rest 
of the proof of the lemma is then standard. 
We can now see that Sp, is coherent. For instance, we have pLi( 1)~~ - pj( 1)~~ = 
-cLdl)cLi + P,(l)% 9 and similarly for images under T: This serves to “link” 
c to qT in the appropriate way. We bring in the various BQT for y lP, # 1 in 
a similar way. 
Furthermore, 9s u Sp, is coherent: For the generalized characters (Y~ , aPm 
are expressly designed to link YO with the various characters of YwL . Now 
observe that 
nE9&m ;i’:i - = I s I [(I p : PI I - 1) + (I p I - I p : Pm I)]. 
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This value always exceeds 2 / S 1 ~(1). By applying Lemma 4.3, we obtain 
Y = .u;, v ... u Ym coherent. 
Coherence of ,4p determines the constituents of each ~~‘(7 E Irr(b j v)#) for 
q # 1, as required by part (iii*) of [9A, Hypothesis 3.31. We consider also the 
image under 7 of the generalized characters pQi = (~rl - yli) - S,(n,l - T,~). 
We obtain a constituent of 1 o (which we call xll) by reciprocity. Coherence of Y 
determines the multiplicity of xV1, xoji with respect to the other characters of .Y? 
We conclude easily, in view of 11 p: 11 = 4, that these multiplicities are -8, , 6, 
(respectively), and 0 for the other characters of Y. Consequently, &” involves 
one more character outside .Y. We see from 
that this character depends on i but not on v. If we call it -xii we have 
(Bmi)7 = (Xl - Xii) - S(xwl - xm% 
as required in part (iv*) of Hypothesis 3.3. Now for 77 E Irr(b 1 l)R, we argue as 
above that the Y-constituents of (01~“)’ reduce to -x,,; and by considering values 
of (cQ~, prni)o that (xrl,..., x,‘} all app ear with multiplicity >I, we conclude 
(%T = #- z1 xii - 7, 
as required in Hypothesis 3.3 (iii*). Finally, coherence of Y gives 
c i 7mi - 5,(l) .7 7 = $ Xmi - 5,(l) . Xn . i=l 1 i=l 
Since we have for such 7 
Thus our knowledge of (o~rn)+ allows us to conclude 
Ym 7 =: l,(l) f x1” - i x,i, 
i=l i=l 
as required by Hypothesis 3.2(iv*). Finally, any x E B not appearing among the 
above must by [9B, (1.411 vanish on p-singular elements, and so would lie in a 
block of defect 0, a contradiction. So we have described all of B in accordance 
with [9A, Hypothesis 3.31. By the work of [9A], the proof of Theorem B is 
complete. 
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5. FINAL REMARKS 
In another paper [SE] we will discuss the situation here considered under the 
assumption ( S j even. In this case the desired result is not p-length 1, but 
“G has a single conjugacy class of involutions.” 
Earlier work of Graham Higman and David Garland in this area was most 
instructive. I am grateful to them for showing me (so far unpublished) versions 
of their results. Important reductions in the length of the proof resulted from 
helpful conversations with Walter Feit and David Sibley; the reader of this 
paper is the real beneficiary, Useful suggestions also came from XI. Collins, 
G. Glauberman, I. M. Issacs, and others. 
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